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Music for Joy and Healing: Flute, Sitar and other ethnic sounds 10 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing,

EASY LISTENING: Mood Music Details: DREAMFLUTE (Dorothe Tabea Frller) Dreamflute is a

professional flautist. She started her music studies in Hong Kong with Mr. Danielo R. Cruz and continued

at the Leopold-Mozart Conservatory in Augsburg where she graduated with the diploma "Music Teacher".

During her studies she participated in master courses with Robert Aitken, Alain Marion and Susan Milan.

Her favourite flautist is James Galway. Dreamflute specializes in playing music for healing and

meditation. It is one of her greatest gifts to get into the energy field of places, pictures, poetry and healing

essences and put them into sound. While composing her music she is connected with inner pictures and

memories of the places she loves. For several years now Dreamflute has been living in Germany

teaching music and performing in Europe and the world. She is open for new projects internationally.

Klang aus der Stille Sound of Silence Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK Flute: Dreamflute (Dorothe

Tabea Frller) Sitar and Tibetan Singing Bowls: Jrgen Garbe Go into Silence and Sound will arise from this

calmness. Pieces of sunshine, happiness and peace for Flute, Tibetan Singing Bowls and Sitar. All pieces

are very calm, some of them lively and happy. This music brings you into a good mood. Track 1: Isla

Bonita (Beautiful Island) Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute: Dreamflute, Sitar and Tibetan

Singing Bowls: Jrgen Garbe) This piece describes the beautiful Island of Lanzarote with its caves and

volcanoes in the sunshine, surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean. A peaceful and happy piece for Tibetan

Singing Bowls, Flute and Sitar. It is good for meditative dancing. Track 2: Indischer Tanz (Indian Dance)

Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute: Dreamflute, Sitar: Jrgen Garbe) The Sitar is an Indian

instrument. This piece is the dance of the Sitar, a calm, peaceful and meditative dance. Calmly moving

music for Sitar and Flute. Track 3: Golden Canary Bird Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute:

Dreamflute, Sitar and Tibetan Singiing Bowls: Jrgen Garbe) The singing Canary Bird in a beautiful

landscape, the song of a bird expressed by the trills of the flute accompanied by Tibetan Singing Bowls

and Sitar. This is a very happy piece of music. It brings joy and sunshine into your heart. Track 4: Klang

aus der Stille (Sound of Silence) Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute: Dreamflute, Sitar and
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Tibetan Singing Bowls: Jrgen Garbe) A very calm and quiet piece. Be silent and you will listen to the

sound arising from the silence. Music for relaxation and meditation for Flute, Sitar and Tibetan Singing

Bowls. Track 5: Libellentanz (Dance of the Dragon Fly) Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute:

Dreamflute, Sitar: Jrgen Garbe) The dragon fly is dancing around at the lake. A calm and swinging piece

for Flute and Sitar. Track 6: Light in the Darkness Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute:

Dreamflute, Sitar: Jrgen Garbe) In the deepest darkness there is also always a light. The middle of the

night is the beginning of a new morning. A peaceful piece of music, full of hope and love, for Sitar and

Flute. Track 7: Night in the Jungle Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute: Dreamflute, Tibetan

Singing Bowls: Jrgen Garbe) The sound of Africa. The sound of the Serengeti with all its wonderful wild

animals making noises at night. A mystical and exotic piece for Flute and Tibetan Singing Bowls. Track 8:

Schnee auf Zedern (Snow on Cedar Trees) Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Tibetan Singing

Bowls: Dreamflute, Sitar: Jrgen Garbe) Imagine the highlands in the peace of the mountains where there

is nothing but the snow on the cedar trees. A very peaceful atmosphere. A calm and peaceful piece of

music for Sitar and Tibetan Singing Bowls. Track 9: Tanzender Phnix (Dancing Phoenix) Interpret and

Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute: Dreamflute, Sitar: Jrgen Garbe) The Phoenix is arising from the ashes

dancing being happy flying higher and higher into the air, into a fulfilled life. A dancing piece for Flute and

Sitar. Track 10: Spirit Echoes Interpret and Composer: DREAMMUSIK (Flute: Dreamflute, Sitar and

Tibetan Singing Bowls: Jrgen Garbe) A mystical and calm piece of music for Flute, Tibetan Singing Bowls

and Sitar. Spirit is whistling to you in the mountains being repeated by echoes. Dreamflutes History: For

15 years she was teaching music at the public music school of Aichach and at the University of Augsburg.

Many of her students won prizes at the German music competition "Jugend musiziert" (youth is playing

music). In 1996 she moved to the island of Lanzarote, Canary Islands, Spain where she lived for six

years. The beautiful landscapes of the island inspired her to compose music. She went to power places

like caves and volcanoes and played her flute in meditation. You can listen to these pieces of music on

her CDs. Her first CD Improvisaciones de Dorothe was composed on the island of Lanzarote. Dreamflute

loves travelling and visiting foreign countries. She has been to Asia and Africa. Africa was magic to her.

The Serengeti in Kenya is a paradise. So she composed several pieces inspired by the sound of Africa,

the sounds of the wild animals. With her flute she imitates the voices of the animals. Africa is still in her

heart. Asia inspired her a lot. Some of her compositions do have Asian flair. She loves the jungles with



the birds singing and tropical climate. She also loves Asian food and does Chinese cooking in her home.

In Augsburg she taught Chinese Cooking classes. Her home island Lanzarote gave her much inspiration

for her composing work. Titles like "Cueva", "El Mar", "Moonlight is shining over the Sea" ...... are part of

her life and the impressions and pictures are kept deep in her heart and in her mind forever. On

Lanzarote she played classical music, Jazz, film- and musical melodies in hotels and restaurants together

with her pianist Maribel Diport. She enjoyed this work very much. Also, she performed with the local band

"Los Kiddies" playing Jazz at the beach bar in Arrieta. She loves easy going music, and improvisation is a

great fun for her. Also she worked as a kinesiologist and did sound healings together with the overtone

singer and psychologist Ursula Ulrich. Both of them organized meditations in caves and other natural

places on the island. They went to the Fire Mountains to clear energies doing their healing sounds. Finally

she realized her dream to play in the United States. Her first performance was at the conference of Unity

FIUC in Fort Lauderdale at 2001 where she played with various musicians, among them Lauren Lane

Powell who is a great singer known by many Unity Churches. One year later she was hired by the First

Unity Church of Cordova in Memphis, Tennessee. There she met her pianist Isaac Thomas, a wonderful

musician and composer with whom she performed for the church services and also for the lectures of

healers and people of the Spiritual world like Michele Longo ODonnell from San Antonio. She performed

the wonderful song "San Francis Prayer" by James Twyman accompanying the composer, singer and

guitarist on her flute. One year later she and Isaac were hired to perform at the annual retreat of Michele

Longo ODonnell at a beautiful farm at the country side of Texas, close to San Antonio. There she also got

to know the singer Valorie Kay. Dreamflute enjoys accompanying singers. The sound of her flute is

getting along very well with vocalists. Dreamflute and Valorie played together again on the Michele

ODonnell retreat in Baden-Baden in Germany in 2006. Together with the musician Bill Webb she

performed at a wonderful church service in Waco, Texas. The music was beautiful and heart opening.

Dreamflute has translated both of the books written by Michele Longo ODonnell into German, together

with her friend Heike Herrmann. She is a translator for Spiritual literature from English into German. She

also works as a co- author writing books.
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